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We are interested in the physics of cyberspatial objects (events, agents, processes) whose behaviors unfold in
cyberspace, a manifold where geospatial, infospatial and temporal indices are required to distinguish one object
from another and, for a given object, one state from another. Consequently, we propose a cyberspace-time (CST)
reference framework for describing the dynamics of cyberphysical systems (CPS). A CPS is an information system
(object, intelligent agent or event) whose behavior is defined in geospatial, infospatial and temporal terms. A CPS is
responsible, in whole or in part, for observing and possibly reacting to cyberphysical events. As such it may be an
observer-controller of other CPS, in client-server (peer-peer) or parent-child (superior-subordinate) configurations.
CST is the cyberspatial analog of the classical space-time reference frames found in Newtonian and relativistic
physics.

Figure 1 – Situation Assessment
Figure 1 expresses graphically the following problem: Two autonomous observers (rational1 cyberphysical systems
CPSa and CPSb), from their respective independent reference frames, are tasked with monitoring events related to a
specific geophysical process. How do they identify, discover, bind to and observe (measure) the same process?
How do (should) physical processes and their proxies (e.g., sensor and actuator subnets) represent their states and
behaviors? How do the independent CPS observations compare; by what metrics? What differences arise in their
perception of events when viewed from distinct cyberspatial reference frames? What are the sources of these
variations? How are these variations rationalized? How are events to be time stamped, sequenced, archived and
reported (shared)?
These questions, and many others, lead to requirements for a unified cyberspace-time framework, one that relates
geospatial (physical), infospatial (logical) and temporal dimensions.

Geospatial References
The geospatial reference frame is the familiar three-dimensional Newtonian space-time framework (Figure 2),
adjusted when speeds dictate, for relativistic effects by the Loretnz transformation. We are concerned with
cyberphysical systems operating within the Earth’s biosphere (Gaia), a region roughly 9 km above and below the
Earth’s mean sea level. Within this region a CPS is tasked with locating, identifying, tracking, reporting on and
possibly controlling cyberspatial objects (CSO). Naturally, we require a unified means of logging (cataloging) the
characteristics and behavior of CSO. An appropriate repository (database) in turn requires a geospatial schema
competent to capture both static and dynamic attributes of the enormous population of potential CSO, individually
and in various combinations. We therefore require a digital representation of geospace and its contents, a
requirement addressed by a digital earth reference model (DERM, ref. Figure 3)2.
1

An object is rational to the degree it chooses actions that are in its own best interests, given the beliefs it holds
about the world, its own capabilities, and the constraints under which it is allowed to operate.
2
We require a bidirectional conversion between classical Euclidean (Cartesian and Spherical) coordinates and
DERM coordinates
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Figure 2 – Geospatial Reference Frames

Figure 3 – Aperture 3 Hexagon Tessellations on a Sphere
For reasons beyond the scope of this paper, we chose a particular DERM, one based on the Pyxis innovation3,
multiple groups of aperture-3 tessellations placed on an icosahedron and Snyder-projected onto a sphere (Figure
3C). Each subsequent (higher) resolution is related to the previous according to radiusn = radiusn−1 / 3 , with
alternate tessellations rotated by 30°. Resolution 0, the coarsest, is based on the 12 vertices of the unfolded
icosahedron (Figure 3A and Figure 4A). Each icosahedal vertex defines the center of a pentagon (Figure 3D and
Figure 4A).
The Pyxis innovation indexing syntax, beginning at Resolution 1, is “AN:N…N”, where “AN” is an alphanumeric
string identifying a vertex or face value, as shown in Figure 4B, and “N…N” is a numeric string giving the standard
Pyxis resolution index. In general, a geospatial address (gsa), expressed in terms of the Pyxis digital earth index, is
given by
gsa =< dga : dra : dea >
The Pyxis DERM Global Address ( dga ) specifies the Resolution 1 index “AN.” The Pyxis DERM Resolution
Address ( dra ) specifies the higher resolution (>1) indices “N…N.” And the Pyxis DERM Elevation Address
( dea ) specifies the thickness (volume) of the cell identified by < dga : dra > .

3

The Pyxis innovation, www.pyxisinnovation.com
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Figure 6A emphasizes our interest in events taking place within the Earth’s biosphere (Gaia), a region roughly 9 km
above and below the Earth’s surface. Figure 6B shows the three components of a Pyxis innovation geospatial
address of a cell at a particular resolution within a hexagonal cone.
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Figure 4 – DERM Indexing

Figure 5 - Nested √3 Hexagonal Tiling ( < dga : dra > )

Figure 6 – Identifying Geospatial Cells (Regions with Volume)

Infospatial References
Cyberspatial objects are either static (inert) or dynamic (active). Dynamic objects are enterprising, able to
communicate, exhibiting both state and behavior. Static or dynamic objects may be of interest to other dynamic
objects, independent observers (agents) referred to as cyberphysical systems (CPS). As diagrammed in Figure 7,
CPS objects are defined in terms of two complementary functions: (A) the processes (value-added services) through
which they interact (trade) with other objects—their regulatory (production) control structure—and (B) the internal
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governance structure through which they regulate their behavior in order to maintain their viability—their
supervisory command (accountability) structure4.

Figure 7 - A Cyberphysical [Agent] System (CPS)

Figure 8 - CPS [Agent] Federations
CPS operate in federations (communities if mutual interest, alliances, ecosystems), requiring that each member
possess unique identity, a means of discovery and the ability to bind with other CPS for the exchange of goods and
services. As described in Figure 8, a CPS operates in a three-dimensional space, within one or more communities of
interest (COI), along that community’s horizontal production (supply) chain and along its vertical command (asset)
chain. Therefore, its identity requires at least three components, one for each axis. In the figure, these components
are identified by indices < j , k , l > , respectively.
< j , k , l >=< federationID, prodIndex, cmdLevel >
4

A detailed discussion of the command and control (C2) structures diagrammed here is contained in several papers
available at http://www.metacomsys.com and in the author’s text Creating Rational Organizations – Theory of
Enterprise Command and Control, available at http://www.cafepress.com/mcsi.
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CPSj,k,l represents the object’s name. In addition to its name a CPS requires unique addresses for its service access
points (SAP)—ports on the object through which it offers its capabilities (value propositions) to other objects. For
identification of service access points we utilize the addressing mechanisms defined in the Internet Protocol version
6 (IPv6) standard.
Figure 8 diagrams the relation among governance structures of members of a single federated system (A) and a
multi-federation system (B). This lattice structure emphasizes roles among CPS members along their respective
horizontal production and vertical command axes. The multi-federation system (B) also emphasizes the requirement
for a CPS operating system (CPOS) that supports agile movement (i.e., context switching, multi-tasking) among the
demands of multiple federated systems.

Figure 9 – Replicated CPS Governance Structure
Figure 9 provides a closer look at the governance structure of CPSn , where n = f ( j , k , l ) . The CPS may contain
one or more subordinate value production processes {Pni , i = 1..K n } , each requiring one or more service access point
addresses. Typically, a CPS will represent a local subnetwork address space. Figure 10 represents a CPS structure
for an enterprise that chooses to distinguish (separate) their intelligence, surveillance and analysis services from
their command (decision) and control services. A wide variety of such partitioned service portfolios are possible.
Each Pni contains (represents) one or more services of a regulatory control loop. The set {Pni } are governed
(regulated, synchronized) by E5-E4-E3 command structure elements through its two juxtaposed (counter-balancing)
feedback loops—the sympathetic (E3-E2-E1-E3) and parasympathetic (E3-E3*-E0-E1-E3) aspects of the CPS’
autonomic nervous system (ANS). Each E1 Director is the E5-E4-E3 command structure (rotated 45°) for the next
lower (subordinate) level of command. Consequently, each E0 ( Pni ) represents one or more embedded CPS. This
counter-balanced and recursive formulation of CPS governance supports a high degree of scalability and the design
and deployment of reusable service-oriented CPS governance software.
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Figure 10 – Partitioned CPS Governance Services
An infospatial reference frame is one that provides a unique naming and addressing (indexing) scheme for
cyberspatial system objects that operate within a specific infosphere. For our purposes, the highest level
“containment domain” is an infosphere expressed in terms of addressing conventions defined in Internet Protocol,
version 6 (IPv6) 5. Within this domain, a communicating object is represented by one or more IPv6 infospatial
addresses (ISA).
An ISA is a 128-bit integer identifying one of potentially ~3.4x1038 objects. A given ISA may have various formats
and interpretations. The general format for an IPv6 address provides the first 48 bits for specifying one of ~2.8x1014
Global Network Addresses (GNA), the next 16 bits specifying one of 65,536 Sub Network Addresses (SNA) and the
final 64 bits identifying one of ~1.8x1019 possible Service Access Points (SAP) within the subnetwork.
isa128 =< gna48 :sna16 :sap64 >

An ISA has two accepted expressions, one a human-oriented text string referred to as a universal resource locator
(URL) and one a binary (hexadecimal) string as defined above. URLs are typically in the form
service_protocol://service_host_name.domain_name.domain_extension
For example, a secure web (https) based CPS data acquisition (sensor) service might have a URL of the form
https://sensorID.cpsID.net
This URL would translate (through a Domain Name directory Service, DNS) into a specific Internet address of the
form isa128 =< gna48 :sna16 :sap64 > .

5

Ref. http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2460.txt
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Temporal References
Time, in infospace, is by definition relative to one or more network accessible (local or distributed) clocks.
According to the prevailing Internet time standard6, time in infospace consists of monotonically increasing offsets
(timestamps) from January 1st, 1900, eight decades prior to the 1979 emergence of the internet network time
protocol (NTP)7. Time according to NTP and its simpler non-averaging (SNTP) version8, is concerned with the
relation between times (durations) reported by different network-connected observers (CPS servers) in their
description events of shared interest.
NTP time is synchronized with Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), the standard used nearly everywhere in the
world, itself derived from a set of rationalized atomic clocks. Conceptually, UTC extends into the indefinite past
and indefinite future. The NTP timescale is defined by a 128-bit register, of which the first 64 bits count seconds
from the 0h January 1, 1900 (the prime epoch) and the last 64 bits count fractions of seconds. Timestamps are
unsigned 64-bit fixed-point integers, with whole seconds to the left of the decimal point and left of the bit 32,
numbered from the left (big-endian). Fractions of seconds are to the right of the decimal point. This format
represents the 136 years from 1900 through 2036 with a precision of about 200 picoseconds.
As network bandwidth continues to increase and the processors in NTP client and server machines operate at supergigahertz clock rates, issues of clock synchronization become critical for the proper coordination of high-resolution
cyberphysical system applications. Such synchronization is increaslingly critic for the proper (e.g., causal)
sequencing, recording and reporting of cyberphysical events (CPE).

Cyberspace-Time References
A cyberspatial object is one whose state requires description in both geospatial and infospatial terms. A dynamic
cyberspatial object is one whose behaviors unfold in both cyberspace and time. With the preceding introduction to
geospatial, infospatial and temporal consideration we now able to turn our attention to the behavior of cyberspatial
objects and the set of services required of cyberspatial systems in their monitoring and control activities. Figure
11A describes graphically a region of cyberspace-time (CST) whose coordinates include a geospatial reference
(GSA), and infospatial reference (ISA) and a timeline (NTS) established by internetwork timestamps. A specific
CPS is assigned by an enterprise to this cell for the purpose of identifying, cataloging, monitoring and possibly
controlling the dynamic properties of the cell.
The cyberspace-time axes are orthogonal since a value along any one dimension is independent of values along the
others. Recall that the GSA and ISA dimensions are each three dimensional. CST is therefore a seven dimensional
manifold with boundary constraints determined by the size and allocation of GSA and ISA address components.
Figure 11B shows the trajectory (motion) of a cyberspatial object (event, particle) as it moves in CST from point
P (t0 ) to P (t3 ) . The figure shows parametrically the movement of an object (event) through CST, where the
sequence of network timestamps (along the NTS dimension) ti is derived from NTP-synchronized clocks.
{gsa(t0 ), isa (t0 )} → {gsa(t1 ), isa (t1 )} → {gsa(t2 ), isa (t2 )} → {gsa(t3 ), isa(t3 )}

We are interested in variations in this trajectory as perceived by different observers (CPS reference frames). These
distinct reference frames arise from the relative cyberspatial locations of observers that are focused on specific
regions of cyberspace-time.

6

Ref. RFC-1305, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1305.txt?number=1305
For a discussion of the history and current status of NTP, see http://www.ntp.org/
8
Ref. RFC-4330, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1305.txt?number=4330
7
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Figure 11 – Cyberspace-Time
In summary, Figure 12 shows our infospatial observer (agent) monitoring a region of cyberspace. Many details have
been omitted for brevity.

Figure 12 - Agent (Observer-Controller) Assigned to a Region of Cyberspace-Time
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